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AbstractAbstract
We investigated the observational appearance of a highly optically thick wind 

from a supercritical accretion disk, especially focused on the shape of a 
‘photosphere’.  If a massive wind blows off from the accretion disk, the optical 
depth of the wind may exceed unity at far from the scale height of the disk. 
We calculate the surface of the ‘photosphere’, where the observed optical depth 
is unity,  and compare it with the geometry of the disk. The ‘photosphere’ can 
expand over than the disk when the mass-loss rate exceeds the Eddington rate, 
and the location and appearance of the ‘photosphere’ depends on the inclination 
angle. This fact may strongly affect on the interpretation of light curThis fact may strongly affect on the interpretation of light curves of ves of 
eclipsing binaries.eclipsing binaries.

IntroductionIntroduction
• L >LE 

⇒ Radiatively driven wind may occur
• Optical depth of the wind  

⇒ Maybe large
• The ‘photosphere’ may be made by the wind

⇒ Our seeing about the objects must be changed

Schematic Picture of a disk with wind.         

Heavy wind may make the ‘photosphere’.
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Observer

‘‘photospherephotosphere’’

Heavy wind

ModelModel

• Disk  is Critical accretion disk.

• Wind blows off along the Streamline.

Disk ModelDisk Model

• The place the gravity force  balance radiation one

,    mp : proton mass 

σＴ: Thomson cross scattering,    c: light speed,   F : Flux     

⇒ critical radius rcr or

rg : Schwarzschild radius,                             ,

• Mass-loss rate M

⇒ Relation to radius

※ cylindrical  coordinate (r, θ, z ) 
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Wind modelWind model
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•• The mass of wind conserves along the streamlineThe mass of wind conserves along the streamline

•• Density of windDensity of wind
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A is cross sectional area of streamline

ρ is density of wind

v is velocity of wind  (0 means value of the root)
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Trajectories of the windTrajectories of the wind

The trajectories of the wind for various zb
The low zb turns near the disk more than high zb.

Zb = 10 Zb = 50 Zb = 100
•The trajectory of the wind is parameterized  

by zb.

•Low zb reproduce strong centrifugal force 

and low radiation one.

•High zb reproduce weak centrifugal force 

and high  radiation one.

•• Mass loss rate unit per surface area Mass loss rate unit per surface area J J in vertical directionin vertical direction

rJ υρ)( 000 = or

Z(rg)

r(rg) r(rg) r(rg)

Zb = 10 Zb = 50
Density distribution of windDensity distribution of wind

Zb = 100

The density distribution. The distribution of high zb expands toward 
the vertical direction rather than that of the horizontal direction.

Figure of critical accretion disk. 

Super-critical state inside the critical radius 

while standard state.

Radiation                             Radiation                             
driven wind !!driven wind !!

The density of wind decrease 
according to radius.
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ResultsResults

zb = 10 zb = 50 zb = 100

θ=80°

θ=60°

θ=40°

θ=0°

Temperature distribution of the observed  ‘photosphere’

The location of the ‘photosphere’. 
The dashed lines are scale height of 
the disk.   The other lines represent 
the different inclination angles. The 
green, blue, yellow and black lines 
are 0°,  40°, 60°, 80°, 
respectively.

Calculation of optical depthCalculation of optical depth

• τ is defined as 

(κ the electron scattering opacity, dz the small distance).
• When τ=1, the ‘photosphere’ comes out.
• We plotted the ‘photosphere’ using the temperature of that.
• The temperature was given assuming adiabatic expansion. 3

1
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∞

=
phR

dzκρτ

• When inclination angle is high,
the shape is different.

⇒ Because of difference of path 
of line of sight which passes 
the wind.

• The higher zb, the more extended  
structure. 

⇒ The high zb has the density
distribution toward the vertical 
direction more than low zb.
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zb = 10 zb = 50 zb = 100

We can see near the We can see near the 
source of the wind.source of the wind.

More expanded More expanded 
structure than others.structure than others.

more thick and widemore thick and wide
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ParameterParameter
• The trajectory of the wind                  ⇒ zzbb
• Inclination angle                                 ⇒ θθ
• Central black hole mass                     =     10M☉

• Mass accretion rate                            =       100m
• The velocity of the wind                     =       0.1c 

We found that the each 
‘photosphere’ was more thick than 
the place where mass-loss be doing. 
The results mean we see the disk we see the disk 
which has the wind thick more which has the wind thick more 
than nothan no--wind diskwind disk！！！！！！
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Discussion & SummaryDiscussion & Summary
We found that the ‘photosphere’ was more expanded than the disk itself.  The results 

suggest that the ‘photosphere’ may behave as a geometrically thick disk.  Hence, 
eclipsing binaries may need other interpretation in their light curve. Instead of the disk, 
the ‘photosphere’ may occult the companion star.  

For example, SS433 would be the case.  The object has been considered that the 
disk was geometrically thick and strong wind blew off. 
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The location of the ‘photosphere’ in the case of SS433 . Dashed lines show thickness of disk for 
SS433 (H/r~0.4 : Stewart 1987). (a) is the case of 1000m, (b) the 5000m Solid curves represent the 
‘photosphere’ in various zb – 100, 300, 500, 1000 from bottom to top－.

Application to SS433Application to SS433

• Central mass                 [M☉] ⇒ 10 (Black-Hole)

• Width of the disk [rg]                    ⇒ 106

• Mass-accretion rate [m]                    ⇒ 1000,  5000

• Streamline Parameter   [zb]                   ⇒ 100~1000

We found that the ‘photosphere’ could represent the relatively thickness H/r ~ 0.4 in the 
case of zb=500 and m=5000. This is, we may see not the disk but the ‘photosphere’ in 
SS433.

The problem is how the The problem is how the ‘‘photospherephotosphere’’ contributes eclipse in light curve as our work in future.contributes eclipse in light curve as our work in future.
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